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Leaning on national language arts standards along with best 
practices, the Purposeful Design Publications Spelling Plus series 
provides comprehensive learning that easily integrates into any 
language arts program and interweaves a biblical worldview. 

Includes:
•	 Phonics (Grades 1–3)
•	 Word study (Grades 1–3)
•	 Word analysis, vocabulary, and word study strategies (Grades 4–6)
•	 Grammar instruction (Grades 1–6)
•	 Writing (Grades 1–6)

This	series	offers	pattern,	high-frequency,	and	challenge	word	lists,	
word study of Greek and Latin roots, and various writing genres.

Jumpstart Students’ 
Spelling Skills with 

More Than Just 
Spelling!

Enjoy Flexibility And
Cost-Effective Preparation

The Purposeful Design Publications Spelling Plus series is created 
by	teachers	for	teachers	and	provides	a	high-quality	textbook	that	
will be a valued tool in elementary classrooms. 

Cost-Effective
Schools only need to order the teacher and student editions—not 
other ancillary products. Other materials that a lesson may call for 
are	common	items	that	are	inexpensive	and	easy	to	obtain	such	as	
paperclips, sentence strips, card stock, an empty milk carton, or a 
weather report that could be printed from the internet. 

Easy To Use
Teachers will love the way the teacher edition is laid out in a logical 
order providing detailed instruction for every lesson. There are 
also	extension	activities	included	that	work	for	different	learning	
modalities. Plus, there are teacher tips for instruction in proofreading 
and using proofreading marks. 

Flexibility
Textbooks	are	a	tool	for	the	classroom.	Our	texbook	can	be	used	
with	differing	levels	of	technology	from	overhead	projectors	to	
interactive boards. Online resources are included with the teacher 
edition purchase.  
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Preparing a Chapter

36

The World
• The theme of this chapter is 

Brazil. Brazil is the largest 
country on the South 
American continent and houses part of 
the Amazon rain forest. Brazil has the 
largest economy in South America and 
is the world’s largest producer of coff ee. 
Portuguese is the offi  cial language of 
Brazil. The capital of Brazil is Brasília. 
Display DM 1.0A World Map.

• Select two Challenge Words. Consider 
using the word prompt because it has 
short o. Print BLM 8.1A Agriculture 
for each student. (8.1)

• On the board, write the headings of 
the Short o Word Categories shown 
in Introduction. Print BLM 8.2A Rain 
Forest for each student. (8.2)

• On the board, write the Analogies shown 
in Introduction and write the Defi nitions 
shown in Directed Instruction. (8.3)

• Select DM 8.4A Facts and Opinions 
for display. Print BLM 8.4A Answer 
Key for DM 8.4A. Gather the prepared 
copies of BLM 1.4A A Spelling Study 
Strategy for each student. (8.4)

• Assign the following reduced word list 
as needed: honest, oxygen, tropical, 
promise, problem, common, sure, 
actually, comprehend, concert. Modify 
the evaluation of assignments and 
Posttest accordingly. 

• Use BLM 1.4A A Spelling Study 
Strategy in instructional groups to 
provide assistance with some or all of 
the words.

Chapter 8 – Short o

Lesson 8.1 – Pretest
Introduction  
Administer the Pretest. Direct students to spell each word. Instruct students who cannot spell a 
word to write the letters they hear. Say each word, use it in a sentence, and repeat the word. Use the 
sentences that follow, or develop original ones.

Pattern Words
1.  Rainfall is a common event in the Amazon River Basin. 
2.  Will you help me pass out the worksheet copies? 
3.  Northern Brazil has a tropical climate.
4.  In Brazil, soccer is the most popular sport. 
5.  Did you make an appointment to see the doctor?
6.  So� a made a promise to attend the study session.
7.  Christmas is a celebrated holiday in Brazil.
8.  What occupation will you choose when you grow up?
9.  � e honest man traded and sold Brazilian co� ee beans.

10.  Ruben was positive that he left his suitcase in the taxi.
11.  Who built this model of Sugar Loaf Mountain?
12.  Overdevelopment can cause our oxygen supply to be polluted.
13.  � e largest modern city in Brazil is São Paulo.
14.  Giant water lilies can cause a drainage problem in the Amazon.  

High-Frequency Words
15.  Are you sure that you brought all the necessary supplies?
16.  It is actually eighty degrees, although it feels like ninety.

Vocabulary Words
17.  Can we attend the classical concert at the Municipal � eater? 
18.  Ana will be able to comprehend the notes that were written.
19.  Did you help compile the list of compound words?
20.  � e congregation was assembled for the church service.

Challenge Words
21.   
22.   

Directed Instruction     
1 Allow students to self-correct their Pretest. Write each word on the board. Point out that two of 

the words are interchangeable—sure and positive. Remind students that positive contains short o. 
Note the pre� xes com- and con-. 

2 As a class, read, spell, and read each word. Direct students to circle misspelled words with a 
colored pencil and rewrite them correctly.

3 Proof each student’s Pretest. � is becomes an individualized study sheet that can be used at 
school or at home.

4 Homework suggestion: Distribute BLM 8.1A Agriculture to each student.
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Challenge Words

Pattern Words

model
copies
honest
doctor
holiday
oxygen
soccer
positive
tropical
modern
promise
problem
common
occupation

High-Frequency Words

sure
actually

Vocabulary Words

compound
comprehend
concert
congregation

8.2
Word Analysis

Short o

On lines 10–13, write the three-syllable 
short o Pattern Words.

On line 14, write the four-syllable 
short o Pattern Word.

Name

3.

2.

1.

7.

5.

11.

9.

4.

8.

6.

12.

10.

13. 14.

Brazil

Write the High-Frequency Words to complete the sentences.

15. The Amazon River that runs through Brazil 

 empties into the Atlantic Ocean.

16. Carlos said that he was  that Rio 

de Janeiro used to be the capital of Brazil. The current 

capital of Brazil is  Brasília.

Rio de Janeiro

The short o sound is heard in model.

On lines 1–9, write the two-syllable short o Pattern Words.

model

copies

honest

soccer

promise

common

oxygen

tropical

doctor

modern

problem

holiday

positive

occupation

actually

sure

actually

30

Vocabulary

 Prefix Meaning Word Definition

com- together compound made from two or more things together

com- thoroughly comprehend to understand thoroughly

con- with concert a public performance with an audience

con- together congregation a group or assembly of people together

In Him we have redemption through His blood, the forgiveness
of sins, according to the riches of His grace. Ephesians 1:7

Use the table to complete each exercise. Write the Vocabulary Words.

1. You could hear music at one of these.  

2. This type of word could be in a spelling book.  

3. If you did this, you would understand the solution 

to the problem. 

4. This could be a group of people from your 

school or church. 

Read each sentence. Write the list word that 
has the same meaning as the bold word.

6. The office buildings in Brasília have current 

communications equipment. 

5. Portuguese is the usual language of Brazil. 

7. Do you understand what the tour 

guide said? 

9. Since Brazil is the world’s largest producer of coffee, 

farming is an important job. 

8. Alma’s replica of the Christ the Redeemer statue 

was constructed well. 

8.2
Vocabulary  

Short o

Pattern Words

`model
copies
`honest
doctor
`holiday
oxygen
`soccer
`positive
`tropical
`modern
`promise
`problem
common
occupation

High-Frequency 
Words

`sure
actually

Vocabulary Words

compound
comprehend
concert
congregation

concert

compound

comprehend

congregation

common

modern

comprehend

model

occupation

• For students who spelled all the words 
correctly on the Pretest, assign the 
following Extra Challenge Words: 
producer, Portuguese, decimeter, 
pollution, chlorophyll, Jerusalem.

• Challenge advanced students to research 
and write a report on other landmarks 
in Brazil. Some suggestions are the 
following: Sugar Loaf Mountain, Iguaçu 
Falls, Amazon River. Students may 
choose to write about the plant life and 
animals of Brazil’s Amazon rain forest.

Lesson 8.2 – Word Analysis and Vocabulary
Introduction  
Remind students that a syllable is a word or part of a word with one vowel sound. Invite students 
to refer to their list of words, found on page 29, as you select volunteers to come to the board and 
complete each prepared column. Ask each volunteer to clap out the word that has been written on 
the board for a self-check of correct completion.

Short o Word Categories:
two-syllable three-syllable four-syllable no short o
short o words short o words short o words sure
model      copies holiday   oxygen occupation actually
honest     doctor positive  tropical congregation
soccer      modern comprehend
promise   problem
common  compound
concert

Directed Instruction  
1 Remind students that a pre� x is a letter or letters added to the beginning of a word or word part. 

Solicit a volunteer to read the four Vocabulary Words on the bottom of page 29. Teacher Note: 
Common is not a Vocabulary Word. It does contain the letters com, but the entire word is derived 
from a di� erent Latin root. Invite a student to come to the board and circle the Vocabulary 
Words written in Introduction. (compound, comprehend, concert, congregation)

2 Circle the pre� xes com- and con-. Teach that com- means together or thoroughly and con- means 
with or together.

3 Write the following on the board:
• duplicates (copies)   • certain (positive, sure)

Have students select the list word(s) that has the same meaning.

1
The Preparation sidebar identifies materials that need to be obtained and activities that 
should be performed in advance. Its handprint icon appears beside the components of 
the lesson that require preparation.  

2
The Recovery sidebar, with the ladder icon, provides a reduced spelling list for 
differentiated learning instruction. The icon appears next to components of the lesson 
where a reduced word list is used.

3
Introduction contains activities or discussions that will elicit students’ interest in the 
lesson. 

4
Directed Instruction gives sequential instructions to teach the concepts of the lesson and a 
guide for how students should complete their pages.

5
The Enrichment sidebar, which has a graduation cap icon, offers suggestions for Extra 
Challenge Words and lists activities that will challenge those students who have clearly 
understood the concepts presented and are ready to learn more. The icon appears next 
to lesson components that include the Extra Challenge Words. Other activities given in 
Enrichment may be used at any point during the chapter to best fit students’ needs. 

6
Readable reductions of each student textbook page are large enough for the teacher 
to read the text. Use the answers provided on the reduced student pages to correct and 
evaluate students’ work.

1

5

2

3

4

6

STUDENT EDITION

TEACHER EDITION

Each level of 36 week-long lessons in the Purposeful Design 
Publications Spelling Plus	series	offers	a	five-day	systematic	
approach to learning. 

Grades 1–3
•	 Warm Up (Pretest)
•	 Phonics
•	 Word Study
•	 Writing
•	 Wrap Up (Posttest)

There	are	also	five	
readiness chapters in 
Grade 1 prior to the 
chapters containing a
spelling list.

Grades 4–6
•	 Pretest
•	  Word Analysis and 
    Vocabulary
•	  Word Study Strategies
•	  Writing
•	  Posttest

Create Momentum With 
5 Days Of Instruction

Here’s What Others
Are Saying …

Engage Your Students
With Themed Levels

   Grade 1 - Animal World

   Grade 2 - Family and Community

   Grade 3 - Transportation

Preparation sidebar for materials needed

The Recovery sidebar provides a reduced
spelling list for differentiated learning 
instruction

Introduction contains activities to 
enhance the lesson

Directed Instruction provides sequential
instructions to teach the concepts of 
each lesson

The Enrichment sidebar offers extra 
challenge words and activities

Readable reductions of the student pages
for the teacher to read the text and
see the answers 

Teacher Edition Features:

1.2

Pattern Words

ask
ten
best
stamp
clap
next
band
past
went
sen

High-Frequency Words

funny
sister

7

Phonics
Short a, e

©  Spelling Plus Grade 2

1. Write the words with the short a sound.

2. Write the words with the short e sound.

A vowel usually makes its short sound 
when it is the only vowel in a word or 
syllable.

Challenge Words

  

Name

parade

1.2
Phonics

Short a, e

ask
ten
best
stamp
clap
next
band
past
went
sent
funny
sister

8

Trace the gray letters and write short a or short e to make a 
list word.

1.

3.

5.

7.

2.

4.

6.

8.

A syllable is a word or part of a word. It has one vowel sound.

Say each word. Listen for the vowel sound. How many vowel 
sounds do you hear? Write the number of sounds next to the 
word.

9. ten 

11. next 

13. past 

15. stamp 

17. went 

10. clap 

12. funny 

14. sent 

16. sister 

18. best 

Write each two-syllable word.

19. 20. 

Oh, clap your hands, all you peoples! 
Shout to God with the voice of triumph!

Psalm 47:1

b nd b st

cl p s nt
  sk p st

st mp w nt

1.3
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Complete the poem by using rhyming words from 
the list.

Here Comes the Parade

Here comes the parade! I hear the sound
Of laughing children running around.

Here comes the parade! I wave my hand

At the drum major who leads the . 

Here comes the parade! Bright, brass trumpets blast

A cheery fanfare as they march .

Here comes the parade! Bass drums don’t rest.

Their boom, boom, boom’s what I like .

Here comes the parade! Look up and then

Count the clowns. I count .

Here comes the parade! I wave my cap

And I whistle, I shout and, boy, do I .

There goes the parade. The marching is done,
The music has gone, and so has the sun.

Word Study
Short a, e

ask
ten
best
stamp
clap
next
band
past
went
sent
funny
sister

Name

1.4Pam watched a parade. She wrote a letter telling 
about it. Pam made some mistakes in spelling and 
capitalization. Find her mistakes. Use the proofreading 
marks. Write the correct spellings on the lines below.

Dear Grandmother,

 Today my sister and I watched a parade. 

It was fun! we saw a bund playing. There 

were loud drums. Nixt, tenn clowns wint 

passt us. My friend was one of the 

clowns. I started to klap and stemp 

my feet. It was the bist parade ever!

Love,

Pam

Write the correct spellings.

1.

3.

5.

7.

2.

4.

6.

8.

Writing
Short a, e

ask
ten
best
stamp
clap
next
band
past
went
sent
funny
sister

10

1.Proofreading Marks

Circle misspellings.

Make a capital letter.
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Name

Challenge Words

Pattern Words

chilly
value
humble
pattern
shelving
volumes
whisper
common
separate
puppetry
headache
magazines

Content Words

granite
erosion
summit
igneous
sediment
mountains
snowcapped

Vocabulary Words

fragile
fragment
deposit
expose

1.2
Word Analysis

Short Vowels
Write Pattern Words to complete the exercises.  
Sort the words by the short vowel sound heard  
in the first syllable.

 1.– 3. Short a 4.– 6. Short e 7.– 8. Short i

9.–10. Short o 11.–12. Short u

1.   2.  

3.   4.  

5.   6.  

7.   8.  

9.   10.  

11.   12.  

Write Content Words to complete the exercises.

13.  The top or s  of Mount Everest, the highest  

  mountain in the world, is over 29,000 feet above sea level.

14.  For several months of the year, Mount Fuji has a  

  s  summit.

15.  A powerful rainstorm washed s  from the  

  mountainside into the lake.

16.  Water and wind are two natural forces that can cause  

  e  of the earth’s crust.

17.  M  are formed by the collision of crustal  

  plates, erosion, or volcanic activity.

18.  I  rocks are formed from melted rock that  

  cools slowly.

19.  G  is  

  a type of igneous rock.

Mount Everest

2

1.2
Prefixes and suffixes are known as affixes. Affixes expand the meaning  
or function of a word. 

A root is the part of a word that gives the basic meaning. 

Greek and Latin affixes and roots are used to build many words in the    
English language.

Knowledge of word origins helps in building spelling and vocabulary skills. 

• Some words contain one root. frag + ment = fragment
 Some words contain two roots. aqua + mar + ine = aquamarine

• Some words contain one prefix. ex + pose = expose
 Some words contain two prefixes. bi + cent + enni + al = bicentennial

• Some words contain one suffix. frag + ile = fragile
 Some words contain two suffixes. vit + al + ity = vitality

Each prefix, root, and suffix has a meaning or function, many of which are  
derived from or “rooted” in the Greek and Latin languages. Study the table.

Write the Vocabulary Words.

 1.   2.  

 3.   4.  

Refer to the table to complete the exercises. Write the word that is  
being defined.

 5.  a small, broken piece 

 6.  to put something into view 

 7.  easily broken 

 8.  a placement of sediments 

Write Vocabulary Words to complete the sentence.

 9.  Billy walked across the  of  

  sand after it slid down the   

  mountain cliff.

Prefix

de- down

ex- out of

Root

frag break

posit, pos place, put

Suffix

-ile related to

-ment that which

Vocabulary
Short Vowels

Pattern Words

ìÇòáôÇúÇúÖ¥Ï

Ú˜âÄÇúáŸÑïë

ÇòáŸÖùÇàäúÑïë

áƒÅÄáêáêÑïÆ§Öûë

†ßÇòÑïÇúÖ˜çôÖûÅóÏ

Ú˜ãüäúáŸÖùÑï†ßë

á´äòáô†ßáƒÑïÆ§ë

ìÉüéùÖùÉüéûë

†ßÑïáƒÅÄÆ§ÅÄáêÑïë

áƒáŸáƒáƒÑïáêÆ§Ö¥Ï

ÇòÑïÅÄÅîÅÄÉìÇòÑïë

ÚùÅÄÅóˆÄÖÛøôÖûÑï†ßë

Content Words

óÂ§ÅÄÖûáôáêÑïë

ÑïÆ§Éü±ßáôÉüéûë

†ßáŸÖùÖùáôáêë

áôÅóØûÑïÉüçŸ†ßë

†ßÑïÅîáôÖùÑïÖûáêë

ÚùÉüçŸÖûáêÅÄáôÖû†ßë

†ßÖûÉüç´ãìÅÄáƒáƒÑïÅîë 

Vocabulary Words

ÇñÆ§ÅÄÅóøôÇúÑïë

ÇñÆ§ÅÄÅóØùÑïÖûáêë

îÑïáƒÉü±ßáôáêë

ÑïÖ¨áƒÉü±ßÑïë
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Name

A synonym is a word that means the same or almost the same as  
another word. Write a synonym for each word.

1.  ridges  

2.  cold  

3.  periodicals  

4.  murmur  

5.  piece  

6.  repetition  

7.  top  

8.  pages  

9.  uncover  

10.  worth  

11.  pain  

12.  delicate  

13.  divide  

14.  meek  

15.  familiar  

Divide the words into syllables between double consonants. Write each  
syllable on a line. Write each word.

16.  s u m m i t            

17.  c o m m o n            

18.  c h i l l y            

19.  p a t t e r n            

Choose the best meaning for each underlined word or words.

20.  A deposit of grainy residue was found at the base of the mountain.
   puppetry  humble
   sediment  common
21.  The sloping area on the mountain was made of granite.
   headache  whisper
   magazines  shelving
22.  Through wearing away, igneous rocks can be broken down.
   snowcapped  erosion
   chilly  pattern

1.3
Word Study Strategies

Short Vowels

Pattern Words
chilly
value
humble
pattern
shelving
volumes
whisper
common
separate
puppetry
headache
magazines

Content Words
granite
erosion
summit
igneous
sediment
mountains
snowcapped

 
Vocabulary Words
fragile
fragment
deposit
expose

In the beginning God created the  
heavens and the earth. Genesis 1:1

4

1.4 

To: bre@acci.net

Cc:

Subject: Mountains

Tonya is studying mountains and sent a descriptive e-mail to her cousin, Bre. 
Choose a list word to complete each sentence. Write each word below.

Dear Bre,

Today, I learned about tall 1  and how 

they are formed. Did you know that God created Earth in such a unique  

way that mountains can be formed in three ways? 

The most 2  method of formation is by movement of plates in the earth’s  

crust. The European Alps, Rocky Mountains, and Himalayas were formed  

this way.

The next type of mountain formation comes from volcanic activity. Melted  

rock slowly cools and forms 3  rock. A familiar type of igneous rock is 4 . 

The third type of mountain formation happens through the sculpturing 

process by natural forces such as water, wind, or ice. This process is known 

as 5 . Strong winds, powerful rain and waves, or expanding ice can 6   

underlying areas of rock and create low mountains. 

I plan on visiting Pikes Peak this weekend with my family. Pikes Peak is a  

mountain in the Rocky Mountain range that rises above the city of  

Colorado Springs. Because of the high altitude, it will be 7 , so I will make  

sure to wear warm clothes. During the winter, the peak is 8  and beautiful. 

I will e-mail you some pictures after visiting the mountain. Isn’t it amazing  

how God created Earth? He truly is powerful!

Talk to you soon,
Tonya

1.   2.   3.   

4.  5.   6.  

7.   8.  

Writing
Short Vowels

Pattern Words

ìÇòáôÇúÇúÖ¥Ï

Ú˜âÄÇúáŸÑïë

ÇòáŸÖùÇàäúÑïë

áƒÅÄáêáêÑïÆ§Öûë

†ßÇòÑïÇúÖ˜çôÖûÅóÏ

Ú˜ãüäúáŸÖùÑï†ßë

á´äòáô†ßáƒÑïÆ§ë

ìÉüéùÖùÉüéûë

†ßÑïáƒÅÄÆ§ÅÄáêÑïë

áƒáŸáƒáƒÑïáêÆ§Ö¥Ï

ÇòÑïÅÄÅîÅÄÉìÇòÑïë

ÚùÅÄÅóˆÄÖÛøôÖûÑï†ßë

Content Words

óÂ§ÅÄÖûáôáêÑïë

ÑïÆ§Éü±ßáôÉüéûë

†ßáŸÖùÖùáôáêë

áôÅóØûÑïÉüçŸ†ßë

†ßÑïÅîáôÖùÑïÖûáêë

ÚùÉüçŸÖûáêÅÄáôÖû†ßë

†ßÖûÉüç´ãìÅÄáƒáƒÑïÅîë 

Vocabulary Words

ÇñÆ§ÅÄÅóøôÇúÑïë

ÇñÆ§ÅÄÅóØùÑïÖûáêë

îÑïáƒÉü±ßáôáêë

ÑïÖ¨áƒÉü±ßÑïë

   Grade 4 - The World

   Grade 5 - Created Wonders

   Grade 6 - Sports
Spelling Plus is exactly what we were searching for 
… The books are logically organized by how to spell 
sounds of English, beginning with the most common 
way to spell each sound, then adding additional 
spelling possibilities as the unit unfolds. Spelling lists 
are a good combination … I look forward to seeing the 
impact on our students of this well-thought-out spelling 
curriculum!                                                                                   
   
     Ms. Hall
     Lindsay Lane Christian Academy 
     Georgia
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Preparing a Chapter
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The World
• The theme of this chapter is 

Brazil. Brazil is the largest 
country on the South 
American continent and houses part of 
the Amazon rain forest. Brazil has the 
largest economy in South America and 
is the world’s largest producer of coff ee. 
Portuguese is the offi  cial language of 
Brazil. The capital of Brazil is Brasília. 
Display DM 1.0A World Map.

• Select two Challenge Words. Consider 
using the word prompt because it has 
short o. Print BLM 8.1A Agriculture 
for each student. (8.1)

• On the board, write the headings of 
the Short o Word Categories shown 
in Introduction. Print BLM 8.2A Rain 
Forest for each student. (8.2)

• On the board, write the Analogies shown 
in Introduction and write the Defi nitions 
shown in Directed Instruction. (8.3)

• Select DM 8.4A Facts and Opinions 
for display. Print BLM 8.4A Answer 
Key for DM 8.4A. Gather the prepared 
copies of BLM 1.4A A Spelling Study 
Strategy for each student. (8.4)

• Assign the following reduced word list 
as needed: honest, oxygen, tropical, 
promise, problem, common, sure, 
actually, comprehend, concert. Modify 
the evaluation of assignments and 
Posttest accordingly. 

• Use BLM 1.4A A Spelling Study 
Strategy in instructional groups to 
provide assistance with some or all of 
the words.

Chapter 8 – Short o

Lesson 8.1 – Pretest
Introduction  
Administer the Pretest. Direct students to spell each word. Instruct students who cannot spell a 
word to write the letters they hear. Say each word, use it in a sentence, and repeat the word. Use the 
sentences that follow, or develop original ones.

Pattern Words
1.  Rainfall is a common event in the Amazon River Basin. 
2.  Will you help me pass out the worksheet copies? 
3.  Northern Brazil has a tropical climate.
4.  In Brazil, soccer is the most popular sport. 
5.  Did you make an appointment to see the doctor?
6.  So� a made a promise to attend the study session.
7.  Christmas is a celebrated holiday in Brazil.
8.  What occupation will you choose when you grow up?
9.  � e honest man traded and sold Brazilian co� ee beans.

10.  Ruben was positive that he left his suitcase in the taxi.
11.  Who built this model of Sugar Loaf Mountain?
12.  Overdevelopment can cause our oxygen supply to be polluted.
13.  � e largest modern city in Brazil is São Paulo.
14.  Giant water lilies can cause a drainage problem in the Amazon.  

High-Frequency Words
15.  Are you sure that you brought all the necessary supplies?
16.  It is actually eighty degrees, although it feels like ninety.

Vocabulary Words
17.  Can we attend the classical concert at the Municipal � eater? 
18.  Ana will be able to comprehend the notes that were written.
19.  Did you help compile the list of compound words?
20.  � e congregation was assembled for the church service.

Challenge Words
21.   
22.   

Directed Instruction     
1 Allow students to self-correct their Pretest. Write each word on the board. Point out that two of 

the words are interchangeable—sure and positive. Remind students that positive contains short o. 
Note the pre� xes com- and con-. 

2 As a class, read, spell, and read each word. Direct students to circle misspelled words with a 
colored pencil and rewrite them correctly.

3 Proof each student’s Pretest. � is becomes an individualized study sheet that can be used at 
school or at home.

4 Homework suggestion: Distribute BLM 8.1A Agriculture to each student.
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Challenge Words

Pattern Words

model
copies
honest
doctor
holiday
oxygen
soccer
positive
tropical
modern
promise
problem
common
occupation

High-Frequency Words

sure
actually

Vocabulary Words

compound
comprehend
concert
congregation

8.2
Word Analysis

Short o

On lines 10–13, write the three-syllable 
short o Pattern Words.

On line 14, write the four-syllable 
short o Pattern Word.

Name

3.

2.

1.

7.

5.

11.

9.

4.

8.

6.

12.

10.

13. 14.

Brazil

Write the High-Frequency Words to complete the sentences.

15. The Amazon River that runs through Brazil 

 empties into the Atlantic Ocean.

16. Carlos said that he was  that Rio 

de Janeiro used to be the capital of Brazil. The current 

capital of Brazil is  Brasília.

Rio de Janeiro

The short o sound is heard in model.

On lines 1–9, write the two-syllable short o Pattern Words.

model

copies

honest

soccer

promise

common

oxygen

tropical

doctor

modern

problem

holiday

positive

occupation

actually

sure

actually

30

Vocabulary

 Prefix Meaning Word Definition

com- together compound made from two or more things together

com- thoroughly comprehend to understand thoroughly

con- with concert a public performance with an audience

con- together congregation a group or assembly of people together

In Him we have redemption through His blood, the forgiveness
of sins, according to the riches of His grace. Ephesians 1:7

Use the table to complete each exercise. Write the Vocabulary Words.

1. You could hear music at one of these.  

2. This type of word could be in a spelling book.  

3. If you did this, you would understand the solution 

to the problem. 

4. This could be a group of people from your 

school or church. 

Read each sentence. Write the list word that 
has the same meaning as the bold word.

6. The office buildings in Brasília have current 

communications equipment. 

5. Portuguese is the usual language of Brazil. 

7. Do you understand what the tour 

guide said? 

9. Since Brazil is the world’s largest producer of coffee, 

farming is an important job. 

8. Alma’s replica of the Christ the Redeemer statue 

was constructed well. 

8.2
Vocabulary  

Short o

Pattern Words

`model
copies
`honest
doctor
`holiday
oxygen
`soccer
`positive
`tropical
`modern
`promise
`problem
common
occupation

High-Frequency 
Words

`sure
actually

Vocabulary Words

compound
comprehend
concert
congregation

concert

compound

comprehend

congregation

common

modern

comprehend

model

occupation

• For students who spelled all the words 
correctly on the Pretest, assign the 
following Extra Challenge Words: 
producer, Portuguese, decimeter, 
pollution, chlorophyll, Jerusalem.

• Challenge advanced students to research 
and write a report on other landmarks 
in Brazil. Some suggestions are the 
following: Sugar Loaf Mountain, Iguaçu 
Falls, Amazon River. Students may 
choose to write about the plant life and 
animals of Brazil’s Amazon rain forest.

Lesson 8.2 – Word Analysis and Vocabulary
Introduction  
Remind students that a syllable is a word or part of a word with one vowel sound. Invite students 
to refer to their list of words, found on page 29, as you select volunteers to come to the board and 
complete each prepared column. Ask each volunteer to clap out the word that has been written on 
the board for a self-check of correct completion.

Short o Word Categories:
two-syllable three-syllable four-syllable no short o
short o words short o words short o words sure
model      copies holiday   oxygen occupation actually
honest     doctor positive  tropical congregation
soccer      modern comprehend
promise   problem
common  compound
concert

Directed Instruction  
1 Remind students that a pre� x is a letter or letters added to the beginning of a word or word part. 

Solicit a volunteer to read the four Vocabulary Words on the bottom of page 29. Teacher Note: 
Common is not a Vocabulary Word. It does contain the letters com, but the entire word is derived 
from a di� erent Latin root. Invite a student to come to the board and circle the Vocabulary 
Words written in Introduction. (compound, comprehend, concert, congregation)

2 Circle the pre� xes com- and con-. Teach that com- means together or thoroughly and con- means 
with or together.

3 Write the following on the board:
• duplicates (copies)   • certain (positive, sure)

Have students select the list word(s) that has the same meaning.

1
The Preparation sidebar identifies materials that need to be obtained and activities that 
should be performed in advance. Its handprint icon appears beside the components of 
the lesson that require preparation.  

2
The Recovery sidebar, with the ladder icon, provides a reduced spelling list for 
differentiated learning instruction. The icon appears next to components of the lesson 
where a reduced word list is used.

3
Introduction contains activities or discussions that will elicit students’ interest in the 
lesson. 

4
Directed Instruction gives sequential instructions to teach the concepts of the lesson and a 
guide for how students should complete their pages.

5
The Enrichment sidebar, which has a graduation cap icon, offers suggestions for Extra 
Challenge Words and lists activities that will challenge those students who have clearly 
understood the concepts presented and are ready to learn more. The icon appears next 
to lesson components that include the Extra Challenge Words. Other activities given in 
Enrichment may be used at any point during the chapter to best fit students’ needs. 

6
Readable reductions of each student textbook page are large enough for the teacher 
to read the text. Use the answers provided on the reduced student pages to correct and 
evaluate students’ work.

1

5

2

3

4

6

STUDENT EDITION

TEACHER EDITION

Each level of 36 week-long lessons in the Purposeful Design 
Publications Spelling Plus	series	offers	a	five-day	systematic	
approach to learning. 

Grades 1–3
•	 Warm Up (Pretest)
•	 Phonics
•	 Word Study
•	 Writing
•	 Wrap Up (Posttest)

There	are	also	five	
readiness chapters in 
Grade 1 prior to the 
chapters containing a
spelling list.

Grades 4–6
•	 Pretest
•	  Word Analysis and 
    Vocabulary
•	  Word Study Strategies
•	  Writing
•	  Posttest

Create Momentum With 
5 Days Of Instruction

Here’s What Others
Are Saying …

Engage Your Students
With Themed Levels

   Grade 1 - Animal World

   Grade 2 - Family and Community

   Grade 3 - Transportation

Preparation sidebar for materials needed

The Recovery sidebar provides a reduced
spelling list for differentiated learning 
instruction

Introduction contains activities to 
enhance the lesson

Directed Instruction provides sequential
instructions to teach the concepts of 
each lesson

The Enrichment sidebar offers extra 
challenge words and activities

Readable reductions of the student pages
for the teacher to read the text and
see the answers 

Teacher Edition Features:

1.2

Pattern Words

ask
ten
best
stamp
clap
next
band
past
went
sen

High-Frequency Words

funny
sister

7

Phonics
Short a, e

©  Spelling Plus Grade 2

1. Write the words with the short a sound.

2. Write the words with the short e sound.

A vowel usually makes its short sound 
when it is the only vowel in a word or 
syllable.

Challenge Words

  

Name

parade

1.2
Phonics

Short a, e

ask
ten
best
stamp
clap
next
band
past
went
sent
funny
sister

8

Trace the gray letters and write short a or short e to make a 
list word.

1.

3.

5.

7.

2.

4.

6.

8.

A syllable is a word or part of a word. It has one vowel sound.

Say each word. Listen for the vowel sound. How many vowel 
sounds do you hear? Write the number of sounds next to the 
word.

9. ten 

11. next 

13. past 

15. stamp 

17. went 

10. clap 

12. funny 

14. sent 

16. sister 

18. best 

Write each two-syllable word.

19. 20. 

Oh, clap your hands, all you peoples! 
Shout to God with the voice of triumph!

Psalm 47:1

b nd b st

cl p s nt
  sk p st

st mp w nt

1.3
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Complete the poem by using rhyming words from 
the list.

Here Comes the Parade

Here comes the parade! I hear the sound
Of laughing children running around.

Here comes the parade! I wave my hand

At the drum major who leads the . 

Here comes the parade! Bright, brass trumpets blast

A cheery fanfare as they march .

Here comes the parade! Bass drums don’t rest.

Their boom, boom, boom’s what I like .

Here comes the parade! Look up and then

Count the clowns. I count .

Here comes the parade! I wave my cap

And I whistle, I shout and, boy, do I .

There goes the parade. The marching is done,
The music has gone, and so has the sun.

Word Study
Short a, e

ask
ten
best
stamp
clap
next
band
past
went
sent
funny
sister

Name

1.4Pam watched a parade. She wrote a letter telling 
about it. Pam made some mistakes in spelling and 
capitalization. Find her mistakes. Use the proofreading 
marks. Write the correct spellings on the lines below.

Dear Grandmother,

 Today my sister and I watched a parade. 

It was fun! we saw a bund playing. There 

were loud drums. Nixt, tenn clowns wint 

passt us. My friend was one of the 

clowns. I started to klap and stemp 

my feet. It was the bist parade ever!

Love,

Pam

Write the correct spellings.

1.

3.

5.

7.

2.

4.

6.

8.

Writing
Short a, e

ask
ten
best
stamp
clap
next
band
past
went
sent
funny
sister

10

1.Proofreading Marks

Circle misspellings.

Make a capital letter.
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Name

Challenge Words

Pattern Words

chilly
value
humble
pattern
shelving
volumes
whisper
common
separate
puppetry
headache
magazines

Content Words

granite
erosion
summit
igneous
sediment
mountains
snowcapped

Vocabulary Words

fragile
fragment
deposit
expose

1.2
Word Analysis

Short Vowels
Write Pattern Words to complete the exercises.  
Sort the words by the short vowel sound heard  
in the first syllable.

 1.– 3. Short a 4.– 6. Short e 7.– 8. Short i

9.–10. Short o 11.–12. Short u

1.   2.  

3.   4.  

5.   6.  

7.   8.  

9.   10.  

11.   12.  

Write Content Words to complete the exercises.

13.  The top or s  of Mount Everest, the highest  

  mountain in the world, is over 29,000 feet above sea level.

14.  For several months of the year, Mount Fuji has a  

  s  summit.

15.  A powerful rainstorm washed s  from the  

  mountainside into the lake.

16.  Water and wind are two natural forces that can cause  

  e  of the earth’s crust.

17.  M  are formed by the collision of crustal  

  plates, erosion, or volcanic activity.

18.  I  rocks are formed from melted rock that  

  cools slowly.

19.  G  is  

  a type of igneous rock.

Mount Everest

2

1.2
Prefixes and suffixes are known as affixes. Affixes expand the meaning  
or function of a word. 

A root is the part of a word that gives the basic meaning. 

Greek and Latin affixes and roots are used to build many words in the    
English language.

Knowledge of word origins helps in building spelling and vocabulary skills. 

• Some words contain one root. frag + ment = fragment
 Some words contain two roots. aqua + mar + ine = aquamarine

• Some words contain one prefix. ex + pose = expose
 Some words contain two prefixes. bi + cent + enni + al = bicentennial

• Some words contain one suffix. frag + ile = fragile
 Some words contain two suffixes. vit + al + ity = vitality

Each prefix, root, and suffix has a meaning or function, many of which are  
derived from or “rooted” in the Greek and Latin languages. Study the table.

Write the Vocabulary Words.

 1.   2.  

 3.   4.  

Refer to the table to complete the exercises. Write the word that is  
being defined.

 5.  a small, broken piece 

 6.  to put something into view 

 7.  easily broken 

 8.  a placement of sediments 

Write Vocabulary Words to complete the sentence.

 9.  Billy walked across the  of  

  sand after it slid down the   

  mountain cliff.

Prefix

de- down

ex- out of

Root

frag break

posit, pos place, put

Suffix

-ile related to

-ment that which

Vocabulary
Short Vowels

Pattern Words

ìÇòáôÇúÇúÖ¥Ï

Ú˜âÄÇúáŸÑïë

ÇòáŸÖùÇàäúÑïë

áƒÅÄáêáêÑïÆ§Öûë

†ßÇòÑïÇúÖ˜çôÖûÅóÏ

Ú˜ãüäúáŸÖùÑï†ßë

á´äòáô†ßáƒÑïÆ§ë

ìÉüéùÖùÉüéûë

†ßÑïáƒÅÄÆ§ÅÄáêÑïë

áƒáŸáƒáƒÑïáêÆ§Ö¥Ï

ÇòÑïÅÄÅîÅÄÉìÇòÑïë

ÚùÅÄÅóˆÄÖÛøôÖûÑï†ßë

Content Words

óÂ§ÅÄÖûáôáêÑïë

ÑïÆ§Éü±ßáôÉüéûë

†ßáŸÖùÖùáôáêë

áôÅóØûÑïÉüçŸ†ßë

†ßÑïÅîáôÖùÑïÖûáêë

ÚùÉüçŸÖûáêÅÄáôÖû†ßë

†ßÖûÉüç´ãìÅÄáƒáƒÑïÅîë 

Vocabulary Words

ÇñÆ§ÅÄÅóøôÇúÑïë

ÇñÆ§ÅÄÅóØùÑïÖûáêë

îÑïáƒÉü±ßáôáêë

ÑïÖ¨áƒÉü±ßÑïë
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Name

A synonym is a word that means the same or almost the same as  
another word. Write a synonym for each word.

1.  ridges  

2.  cold  

3.  periodicals  

4.  murmur  

5.  piece  

6.  repetition  

7.  top  

8.  pages  

9.  uncover  

10.  worth  

11.  pain  

12.  delicate  

13.  divide  

14.  meek  

15.  familiar  

Divide the words into syllables between double consonants. Write each  
syllable on a line. Write each word.

16.  s u m m i t            

17.  c o m m o n            

18.  c h i l l y            

19.  p a t t e r n            

Choose the best meaning for each underlined word or words.

20.  A deposit of grainy residue was found at the base of the mountain.
   puppetry  humble
   sediment  common
21.  The sloping area on the mountain was made of granite.
   headache  whisper
   magazines  shelving
22.  Through wearing away, igneous rocks can be broken down.
   snowcapped  erosion
   chilly  pattern

1.3
Word Study Strategies

Short Vowels

Pattern Words
chilly
value
humble
pattern
shelving
volumes
whisper
common
separate
puppetry
headache
magazines

Content Words
granite
erosion
summit
igneous
sediment
mountains
snowcapped

 
Vocabulary Words
fragile
fragment
deposit
expose

In the beginning God created the  
heavens and the earth. Genesis 1:1

4

1.4 

To: bre@acci.net

Cc:

Subject: Mountains

Tonya is studying mountains and sent a descriptive e-mail to her cousin, Bre. 
Choose a list word to complete each sentence. Write each word below.

Dear Bre,

Today, I learned about tall 1  and how 

they are formed. Did you know that God created Earth in such a unique  

way that mountains can be formed in three ways? 

The most 2  method of formation is by movement of plates in the earth’s  

crust. The European Alps, Rocky Mountains, and Himalayas were formed  

this way.

The next type of mountain formation comes from volcanic activity. Melted  

rock slowly cools and forms 3  rock. A familiar type of igneous rock is 4 . 

The third type of mountain formation happens through the sculpturing 

process by natural forces such as water, wind, or ice. This process is known 

as 5 . Strong winds, powerful rain and waves, or expanding ice can 6   

underlying areas of rock and create low mountains. 

I plan on visiting Pikes Peak this weekend with my family. Pikes Peak is a  

mountain in the Rocky Mountain range that rises above the city of  

Colorado Springs. Because of the high altitude, it will be 7 , so I will make  

sure to wear warm clothes. During the winter, the peak is 8  and beautiful. 

I will e-mail you some pictures after visiting the mountain. Isn’t it amazing  

how God created Earth? He truly is powerful!

Talk to you soon,
Tonya

1.   2.   3.   

4.  5.   6.  

7.   8.  

Writing
Short Vowels

Pattern Words

ìÇòáôÇúÇúÖ¥Ï

Ú˜âÄÇúáŸÑïë

ÇòáŸÖùÇàäúÑïë

áƒÅÄáêáêÑïÆ§Öûë

†ßÇòÑïÇúÖ˜çôÖûÅóÏ

Ú˜ãüäúáŸÖùÑï†ßë

á´äòáô†ßáƒÑïÆ§ë

ìÉüéùÖùÉüéûë

†ßÑïáƒÅÄÆ§ÅÄáêÑïë

áƒáŸáƒáƒÑïáêÆ§Ö¥Ï

ÇòÑïÅÄÅîÅÄÉìÇòÑïë

ÚùÅÄÅóˆÄÖÛøôÖûÑï†ßë

Content Words

óÂ§ÅÄÖûáôáêÑïë

ÑïÆ§Éü±ßáôÉüéûë

†ßáŸÖùÖùáôáêë

áôÅóØûÑïÉüçŸ†ßë

†ßÑïÅîáôÖùÑïÖûáêë

ÚùÉüçŸÖûáêÅÄáôÖû†ßë

†ßÖûÉüç´ãìÅÄáƒáƒÑïÅîë 

Vocabulary Words

ÇñÆ§ÅÄÅóøôÇúÑïë

ÇñÆ§ÅÄÅóØùÑïÖûáêë

îÑïáƒÉü±ßáôáêë

ÑïÖ¨áƒÉü±ßÑïë

   Grade 4 - The World

   Grade 5 - Created Wonders

   Grade 6 - Sports
Spelling Plus is exactly what we were searching for 
… The books are logically organized by how to spell 
sounds of English, beginning with the most common 
way to spell each sound, then adding additional 
spelling possibilities as the unit unfolds. Spelling lists 
are a good combination … I look forward to seeing the 
impact on our students of this well-thought-out spelling 
curriculum!                                                                                   
   
     Ms. Hall
     Lindsay Lane Christian Academy 
     Georgia
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Preparing a Chapter

36

The World
• The theme of this chapter is 

Brazil. Brazil is the largest 
country on the South 
American continent and houses part of 
the Amazon rain forest. Brazil has the 
largest economy in South America and 
is the world’s largest producer of coff ee. 
Portuguese is the offi  cial language of 
Brazil. The capital of Brazil is Brasília. 
Display DM 1.0A World Map.

• Select two Challenge Words. Consider 
using the word prompt because it has 
short o. Print BLM 8.1A Agriculture 
for each student. (8.1)

• On the board, write the headings of 
the Short o Word Categories shown 
in Introduction. Print BLM 8.2A Rain 
Forest for each student. (8.2)

• On the board, write the Analogies shown 
in Introduction and write the Defi nitions 
shown in Directed Instruction. (8.3)

• Select DM 8.4A Facts and Opinions 
for display. Print BLM 8.4A Answer 
Key for DM 8.4A. Gather the prepared 
copies of BLM 1.4A A Spelling Study 
Strategy for each student. (8.4)

• Assign the following reduced word list 
as needed: honest, oxygen, tropical, 
promise, problem, common, sure, 
actually, comprehend, concert. Modify 
the evaluation of assignments and 
Posttest accordingly. 

• Use BLM 1.4A A Spelling Study 
Strategy in instructional groups to 
provide assistance with some or all of 
the words.

Chapter 8 – Short o

Lesson 8.1 – Pretest
Introduction  
Administer the Pretest. Direct students to spell each word. Instruct students who cannot spell a 
word to write the letters they hear. Say each word, use it in a sentence, and repeat the word. Use the 
sentences that follow, or develop original ones.

Pattern Words
1.  Rainfall is a common event in the Amazon River Basin. 
2.  Will you help me pass out the worksheet copies? 
3.  Northern Brazil has a tropical climate.
4.  In Brazil, soccer is the most popular sport. 
5.  Did you make an appointment to see the doctor?
6.  So� a made a promise to attend the study session.
7.  Christmas is a celebrated holiday in Brazil.
8.  What occupation will you choose when you grow up?
9.  � e honest man traded and sold Brazilian co� ee beans.

10.  Ruben was positive that he left his suitcase in the taxi.
11.  Who built this model of Sugar Loaf Mountain?
12.  Overdevelopment can cause our oxygen supply to be polluted.
13.  � e largest modern city in Brazil is São Paulo.
14.  Giant water lilies can cause a drainage problem in the Amazon.  

High-Frequency Words
15.  Are you sure that you brought all the necessary supplies?
16.  It is actually eighty degrees, although it feels like ninety.

Vocabulary Words
17.  Can we attend the classical concert at the Municipal � eater? 
18.  Ana will be able to comprehend the notes that were written.
19.  Did you help compile the list of compound words?
20.  � e congregation was assembled for the church service.

Challenge Words
21.   
22.   

Directed Instruction     
1 Allow students to self-correct their Pretest. Write each word on the board. Point out that two of 

the words are interchangeable—sure and positive. Remind students that positive contains short o. 
Note the pre� xes com- and con-. 

2 As a class, read, spell, and read each word. Direct students to circle misspelled words with a 
colored pencil and rewrite them correctly.

3 Proof each student’s Pretest. � is becomes an individualized study sheet that can be used at 
school or at home.

4 Homework suggestion: Distribute BLM 8.1A Agriculture to each student.
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Challenge Words

Pattern Words

model
copies
honest
doctor
holiday
oxygen
soccer
positive
tropical
modern
promise
problem
common
occupation

High-Frequency Words

sure
actually

Vocabulary Words

compound
comprehend
concert
congregation

8.2
Word Analysis

Short o

On lines 10–13, write the three-syllable 
short o Pattern Words.

On line 14, write the four-syllable 
short o Pattern Word.

Name

3.

2.

1.

7.

5.

11.

9.

4.

8.

6.

12.

10.

13. 14.

Brazil

Write the High-Frequency Words to complete the sentences.

15. The Amazon River that runs through Brazil 

 empties into the Atlantic Ocean.

16. Carlos said that he was  that Rio 

de Janeiro used to be the capital of Brazil. The current 

capital of Brazil is  Brasília.

Rio de Janeiro

The short o sound is heard in model.

On lines 1–9, write the two-syllable short o Pattern Words.

model

copies

honest

soccer

promise

common

oxygen

tropical

doctor

modern

problem

holiday

positive

occupation

actually

sure

actually

30

Vocabulary

 Prefix Meaning Word Definition

com- together compound made from two or more things together

com- thoroughly comprehend to understand thoroughly

con- with concert a public performance with an audience

con- together congregation a group or assembly of people together

In Him we have redemption through His blood, the forgiveness
of sins, according to the riches of His grace. Ephesians 1:7

Use the table to complete each exercise. Write the Vocabulary Words.

1. You could hear music at one of these.  

2. This type of word could be in a spelling book.  

3. If you did this, you would understand the solution 

to the problem. 

4. This could be a group of people from your 

school or church. 

Read each sentence. Write the list word that 
has the same meaning as the bold word.

6. The office buildings in Brasília have current 

communications equipment. 

5. Portuguese is the usual language of Brazil. 

7. Do you understand what the tour 

guide said? 

9. Since Brazil is the world’s largest producer of coffee, 

farming is an important job. 

8. Alma’s replica of the Christ the Redeemer statue 

was constructed well. 

8.2
Vocabulary  

Short o

Pattern Words

`model
copies
`honest
doctor
`holiday
oxygen
`soccer
`positive
`tropical
`modern
`promise
`problem
common
occupation

High-Frequency 
Words

`sure
actually

Vocabulary Words

compound
comprehend
concert
congregation

concert

compound

comprehend

congregation

common

modern

comprehend

model

occupation

• For students who spelled all the words 
correctly on the Pretest, assign the 
following Extra Challenge Words: 
producer, Portuguese, decimeter, 
pollution, chlorophyll, Jerusalem.

• Challenge advanced students to research 
and write a report on other landmarks 
in Brazil. Some suggestions are the 
following: Sugar Loaf Mountain, Iguaçu 
Falls, Amazon River. Students may 
choose to write about the plant life and 
animals of Brazil’s Amazon rain forest.

Lesson 8.2 – Word Analysis and Vocabulary
Introduction  
Remind students that a syllable is a word or part of a word with one vowel sound. Invite students 
to refer to their list of words, found on page 29, as you select volunteers to come to the board and 
complete each prepared column. Ask each volunteer to clap out the word that has been written on 
the board for a self-check of correct completion.

Short o Word Categories:
two-syllable three-syllable four-syllable no short o
short o words short o words short o words sure
model      copies holiday   oxygen occupation actually
honest     doctor positive  tropical congregation
soccer      modern comprehend
promise   problem
common  compound
concert

Directed Instruction  
1 Remind students that a pre� x is a letter or letters added to the beginning of a word or word part. 

Solicit a volunteer to read the four Vocabulary Words on the bottom of page 29. Teacher Note: 
Common is not a Vocabulary Word. It does contain the letters com, but the entire word is derived 
from a di� erent Latin root. Invite a student to come to the board and circle the Vocabulary 
Words written in Introduction. (compound, comprehend, concert, congregation)

2 Circle the pre� xes com- and con-. Teach that com- means together or thoroughly and con- means 
with or together.

3 Write the following on the board:
• duplicates (copies)   • certain (positive, sure)

Have students select the list word(s) that has the same meaning.

1
The Preparation sidebar identifies materials that need to be obtained and activities that 
should be performed in advance. Its handprint icon appears beside the components of 
the lesson that require preparation.  

2
The Recovery sidebar, with the ladder icon, provides a reduced spelling list for 
differentiated learning instruction. The icon appears next to components of the lesson 
where a reduced word list is used.

3
Introduction contains activities or discussions that will elicit students’ interest in the 
lesson. 

4
Directed Instruction gives sequential instructions to teach the concepts of the lesson and a 
guide for how students should complete their pages.

5
The Enrichment sidebar, which has a graduation cap icon, offers suggestions for Extra 
Challenge Words and lists activities that will challenge those students who have clearly 
understood the concepts presented and are ready to learn more. The icon appears next 
to lesson components that include the Extra Challenge Words. Other activities given in 
Enrichment may be used at any point during the chapter to best fit students’ needs. 

6
Readable reductions of each student textbook page are large enough for the teacher 
to read the text. Use the answers provided on the reduced student pages to correct and 
evaluate students’ work.

1

5

2

3

4

6

STUDENT EDITION

TEACHER EDITION

Each level of 36 week-long lessons in the Purposeful Design 
Publications Spelling Plus	series	offers	a	five-day	systematic	
approach to learning. 

Grades 1–3
•	 Warm Up (Pretest)
•	 Phonics
•	 Word Study
•	 Writing
•	 Wrap Up (Posttest)

There	are	also	five	
readiness chapters in 
Grade 1 prior to the 
chapters containing a
spelling list.

Grades 4–6
•	 Pretest
•	  Word Analysis and 
    Vocabulary
•	  Word Study Strategies
•	  Writing
•	  Posttest

Create Momentum With 
5 Days Of Instruction

Here’s What Others
Are Saying …

Engage Your Students
With Themed Levels

   Grade 1 - Animal World

   Grade 2 - Family and Community

   Grade 3 - Transportation

Preparation sidebar for materials needed

The Recovery sidebar provides a reduced
spelling list for differentiated learning 
instruction

Introduction contains activities to 
enhance the lesson

Directed Instruction provides sequential
instructions to teach the concepts of 
each lesson

The Enrichment sidebar offers extra 
challenge words and activities

Readable reductions of the student pages
for the teacher to read the text and
see the answers 

Teacher Edition Features:

1.2

Pattern Words

ask
ten
best
stamp
clap
next
band
past
went
sen

High-Frequency Words

funny
sister

7

Phonics
Short a, e

©  Spelling Plus Grade 2

1. Write the words with the short a sound.

2. Write the words with the short e sound.

A vowel usually makes its short sound 
when it is the only vowel in a word or 
syllable.

Challenge Words

  

Name

parade

1.2
Phonics

Short a, e

ask
ten
best
stamp
clap
next
band
past
went
sent
funny
sister

8

Trace the gray letters and write short a or short e to make a 
list word.

1.

3.

5.

7.

2.

4.

6.

8.

A syllable is a word or part of a word. It has one vowel sound.

Say each word. Listen for the vowel sound. How many vowel 
sounds do you hear? Write the number of sounds next to the 
word.

9. ten 

11. next 

13. past 

15. stamp 

17. went 

10. clap 

12. funny 

14. sent 

16. sister 

18. best 

Write each two-syllable word.

19. 20. 

Oh, clap your hands, all you peoples! 
Shout to God with the voice of triumph!

Psalm 47:1

b nd b st

cl p s nt
  sk p st

st mp w nt

1.3

9©  Spelling Plus Grade 2

Complete the poem by using rhyming words from 
the list.

Here Comes the Parade

Here comes the parade! I hear the sound
Of laughing children running around.

Here comes the parade! I wave my hand

At the drum major who leads the . 

Here comes the parade! Bright, brass trumpets blast

A cheery fanfare as they march .

Here comes the parade! Bass drums don’t rest.

Their boom, boom, boom’s what I like .

Here comes the parade! Look up and then

Count the clowns. I count .

Here comes the parade! I wave my cap

And I whistle, I shout and, boy, do I .

There goes the parade. The marching is done,
The music has gone, and so has the sun.

Word Study
Short a, e

ask
ten
best
stamp
clap
next
band
past
went
sent
funny
sister

Name

1.4Pam watched a parade. She wrote a letter telling 
about it. Pam made some mistakes in spelling and 
capitalization. Find her mistakes. Use the proofreading 
marks. Write the correct spellings on the lines below.

Dear Grandmother,

 Today my sister and I watched a parade. 

It was fun! we saw a bund playing. There 

were loud drums. Nixt, tenn clowns wint 

passt us. My friend was one of the 

clowns. I started to klap and stemp 

my feet. It was the bist parade ever!

Love,

Pam

Write the correct spellings.

1.

3.

5.

7.

2.

4.

6.

8.

Writing
Short a, e

ask
ten
best
stamp
clap
next
band
past
went
sent
funny
sister

10

1.Proofreading Marks

Circle misspellings.

Make a capital letter.

1©  Spelling Plus Grade 5

Name

Challenge Words

Pattern Words

chilly
value
humble
pattern
shelving
volumes
whisper
common
separate
puppetry
headache
magazines

Content Words

granite
erosion
summit
igneous
sediment
mountains
snowcapped

Vocabulary Words

fragile
fragment
deposit
expose

1.2
Word Analysis

Short Vowels
Write Pattern Words to complete the exercises.  
Sort the words by the short vowel sound heard  
in the first syllable.

 1.– 3. Short a 4.– 6. Short e 7.– 8. Short i

9.–10. Short o 11.–12. Short u

1.   2.  

3.   4.  

5.   6.  

7.   8.  

9.   10.  

11.   12.  

Write Content Words to complete the exercises.

13.  The top or s  of Mount Everest, the highest  

  mountain in the world, is over 29,000 feet above sea level.

14.  For several months of the year, Mount Fuji has a  

  s  summit.

15.  A powerful rainstorm washed s  from the  

  mountainside into the lake.

16.  Water and wind are two natural forces that can cause  

  e  of the earth’s crust.

17.  M  are formed by the collision of crustal  

  plates, erosion, or volcanic activity.

18.  I  rocks are formed from melted rock that  

  cools slowly.

19.  G  is  

  a type of igneous rock.

Mount Everest

2

1.2
Prefixes and suffixes are known as affixes. Affixes expand the meaning  
or function of a word. 

A root is the part of a word that gives the basic meaning. 

Greek and Latin affixes and roots are used to build many words in the    
English language.

Knowledge of word origins helps in building spelling and vocabulary skills. 

• Some words contain one root. frag + ment = fragment
 Some words contain two roots. aqua + mar + ine = aquamarine

• Some words contain one prefix. ex + pose = expose
 Some words contain two prefixes. bi + cent + enni + al = bicentennial

• Some words contain one suffix. frag + ile = fragile
 Some words contain two suffixes. vit + al + ity = vitality

Each prefix, root, and suffix has a meaning or function, many of which are  
derived from or “rooted” in the Greek and Latin languages. Study the table.

Write the Vocabulary Words.

 1.   2.  

 3.   4.  

Refer to the table to complete the exercises. Write the word that is  
being defined.

 5.  a small, broken piece 

 6.  to put something into view 

 7.  easily broken 

 8.  a placement of sediments 

Write Vocabulary Words to complete the sentence.

 9.  Billy walked across the  of  

  sand after it slid down the   

  mountain cliff.

Prefix

de- down

ex- out of

Root

frag break

posit, pos place, put

Suffix

-ile related to

-ment that which

Vocabulary
Short Vowels

Pattern Words

ìÇòáôÇúÇúÖ¥Ï

Ú˜âÄÇúáŸÑïë

ÇòáŸÖùÇàäúÑïë

áƒÅÄáêáêÑïÆ§Öûë

†ßÇòÑïÇúÖ˜çôÖûÅóÏ

Ú˜ãüäúáŸÖùÑï†ßë

á´äòáô†ßáƒÑïÆ§ë

ìÉüéùÖùÉüéûë

†ßÑïáƒÅÄÆ§ÅÄáêÑïë

áƒáŸáƒáƒÑïáêÆ§Ö¥Ï

ÇòÑïÅÄÅîÅÄÉìÇòÑïë

ÚùÅÄÅóˆÄÖÛøôÖûÑï†ßë

Content Words

óÂ§ÅÄÖûáôáêÑïë

ÑïÆ§Éü±ßáôÉüéûë

†ßáŸÖùÖùáôáêë

áôÅóØûÑïÉüçŸ†ßë

†ßÑïÅîáôÖùÑïÖûáêë

ÚùÉüçŸÖûáêÅÄáôÖû†ßë

†ßÖûÉüç´ãìÅÄáƒáƒÑïÅîë 

Vocabulary Words

ÇñÆ§ÅÄÅóøôÇúÑïë

ÇñÆ§ÅÄÅóØùÑïÖûáêë

îÑïáƒÉü±ßáôáêë

ÑïÖ¨áƒÉü±ßÑïë
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Name

A synonym is a word that means the same or almost the same as  
another word. Write a synonym for each word.

1.  ridges  

2.  cold  

3.  periodicals  

4.  murmur  

5.  piece  

6.  repetition  

7.  top  

8.  pages  

9.  uncover  

10.  worth  

11.  pain  

12.  delicate  

13.  divide  

14.  meek  

15.  familiar  

Divide the words into syllables between double consonants. Write each  
syllable on a line. Write each word.

16.  s u m m i t            

17.  c o m m o n            

18.  c h i l l y            

19.  p a t t e r n            

Choose the best meaning for each underlined word or words.

20.  A deposit of grainy residue was found at the base of the mountain.
   puppetry  humble
   sediment  common
21.  The sloping area on the mountain was made of granite.
   headache  whisper
   magazines  shelving
22.  Through wearing away, igneous rocks can be broken down.
   snowcapped  erosion
   chilly  pattern

1.3
Word Study Strategies

Short Vowels

Pattern Words
chilly
value
humble
pattern
shelving
volumes
whisper
common
separate
puppetry
headache
magazines

Content Words
granite
erosion
summit
igneous
sediment
mountains
snowcapped

 
Vocabulary Words
fragile
fragment
deposit
expose

In the beginning God created the  
heavens and the earth. Genesis 1:1

4

1.4 

To: bre@acci.net

Cc:

Subject: Mountains

Tonya is studying mountains and sent a descriptive e-mail to her cousin, Bre. 
Choose a list word to complete each sentence. Write each word below.

Dear Bre,

Today, I learned about tall 1  and how 

they are formed. Did you know that God created Earth in such a unique  

way that mountains can be formed in three ways? 

The most 2  method of formation is by movement of plates in the earth’s  

crust. The European Alps, Rocky Mountains, and Himalayas were formed  

this way.

The next type of mountain formation comes from volcanic activity. Melted  

rock slowly cools and forms 3  rock. A familiar type of igneous rock is 4 . 

The third type of mountain formation happens through the sculpturing 

process by natural forces such as water, wind, or ice. This process is known 

as 5 . Strong winds, powerful rain and waves, or expanding ice can 6   

underlying areas of rock and create low mountains. 

I plan on visiting Pikes Peak this weekend with my family. Pikes Peak is a  

mountain in the Rocky Mountain range that rises above the city of  

Colorado Springs. Because of the high altitude, it will be 7 , so I will make  

sure to wear warm clothes. During the winter, the peak is 8  and beautiful. 

I will e-mail you some pictures after visiting the mountain. Isn’t it amazing  

how God created Earth? He truly is powerful!

Talk to you soon,
Tonya

1.   2.   3.   

4.  5.   6.  

7.   8.  

Writing
Short Vowels

Pattern Words

ìÇòáôÇúÇúÖ¥Ï

Ú˜âÄÇúáŸÑïë

ÇòáŸÖùÇàäúÑïë

áƒÅÄáêáêÑïÆ§Öûë

†ßÇòÑïÇúÖ˜çôÖûÅóÏ

Ú˜ãüäúáŸÖùÑï†ßë

á´äòáô†ßáƒÑïÆ§ë

ìÉüéùÖùÉüéûë

†ßÑïáƒÅÄÆ§ÅÄáêÑïë

áƒáŸáƒáƒÑïáêÆ§Ö¥Ï

ÇòÑïÅÄÅîÅÄÉìÇòÑïë

ÚùÅÄÅóˆÄÖÛøôÖûÑï†ßë

Content Words

óÂ§ÅÄÖûáôáêÑïë

ÑïÆ§Éü±ßáôÉüéûë

†ßáŸÖùÖùáôáêë

áôÅóØûÑïÉüçŸ†ßë

†ßÑïÅîáôÖùÑïÖûáêë

ÚùÉüçŸÖûáêÅÄáôÖû†ßë

†ßÖûÉüç´ãìÅÄáƒáƒÑïÅîë 

Vocabulary Words

ÇñÆ§ÅÄÅóøôÇúÑïë

ÇñÆ§ÅÄÅóØùÑïÖûáêë

îÑïáƒÉü±ßáôáêë

ÑïÖ¨áƒÉü±ßÑïë

   Grade 4 - The World

   Grade 5 - Created Wonders

   Grade 6 - Sports
Spelling Plus is exactly what we were searching for 
… The books are logically organized by how to spell 
sounds of English, beginning with the most common 
way to spell each sound, then adding additional 
spelling possibilities as the unit unfolds. Spelling lists 
are a good combination … I look forward to seeing the 
impact on our students of this well-thought-out spelling 
curriculum!                                                                                   
   
     Ms. Hall
     Lindsay Lane Christian Academy 
     Georgia
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